
Food: Objectives
1. Pupils need to have an understanding of hygiene rules that need 

to be considered before and during practical work.

2. Pupils need to be able to identify equipment and be able to give 

Uses. 



Personal hygiene: Good personal 
hygiene is important to prevent 
risk of food poisoning

Tie back long hair

•stops hair dangling in food;

• prevents hair from landing in 
food;

• prevent hair from being caught 
in equipment
Roll up long sleeves

•stops sleeves and cuffs 
becoming dirty;

• prevents dirt from sleeves 
touching food

Wear an apron

•stops your clothes from getting 
dirty;

• prevents dirt from your clothes 
touching food.

Remove jewellery

•stops your jewellery from getting dirty;

• prevents dirt from your jewellery 
touching food;

• stops jewellery being mixed into food.
Wash hands

•wash hands thoroughly, with hot soapy 
water;

• helps to remove dirt and microbes;

• need to wash hands before, during and 
after cooking;

• wash hands after going to the toilet, 
blowing your nose or handling waste.

Cuts: 

cover with a waterproof plaster, 
preferably blue (why?)
Coughs and sneezes

•don’t cough or sneeze over food (why?) 

Use this information 
to label the person 
in your work booklet



Equipment in the food 
technology room

Grater, scissors, pan, 
measuring jug, spatula, 
fish slice, pastry cutter, 
frying pan, bun tray, 
sieve, whisk, pastry 
brush, rolling pin, 
chopping board, mixing 
bowl, lemon squeezer, 
cooks knife, peeler, 
butter knife

You will need to be able to identify 
equipment and give examples of uses



Textiles: Objectives
1. Pupils need to have an understanding of health & safety rules that need 

to be considered during practical work.

2. Pupils need to be able to identify some basic sewing machine 

instructions.

3. Pupils need to be able to identify equipment and be able to give 

Uses. 



Textiles – On white boards 

Can you brainstorm ALL of the equipment you have used to make your bag 

Share with your partner 

Equipment



What Health & Safety rules must you follow in 
the Textiles room.

WRITE THEM DOWN!

Clue think about the different equipment you have 
used in the room



Designing
In textiles we design before we make, think about your bag designs and 

answer these quick questions

1. How might you make a design exciting?

2. What different patchwork options where you given to design from?

3. What makes a good design?



Designing
In textiles we design before we make, think about your bag designs and 

answer these quick questions

1. How might you make a design exciting?

Colour! Placement of fabrics, 

2. What different patchwork options where you given to design from?

All square patches, All strip patches, strip in the center and square 

patches either side

3. What makes a good design?

Neat shading, perspective, good size of design, a back and front view, a 

zoom in shot



Write down 2 pieces of key information you 
have learnt about the sewing machine …

1. Clue think about the stitch setting

2. Clue think about the different parts of the machine can you name 5 

different parts?



Art: Objectives
1. To show understanding of the formal elements in Art and Design.

Outcomes
Good if: You can explain in writing what the following key terms 
mean- Composition, mark making, collage.

Better if: You also demonstrate good understanding of colour theory.

Exceptional if: You can answer all of the questions using full 
sentences and correct SPAG. 



.

Collage: a piece of art made by 
sticking various different 
materials such as photographs 
and pieces of paper or fabric 
on to a backing.

Can you name an 
artist who uses 
collage?



Mark Making: a term used to describe 
the different lines, patterns, and 
textures we create in a piece of art. It 
applies to any art material on any 
surface, not only paint on canvas or 
pencil on paper.

What artist has used 
mark making in this 
drawing?



Composition: the arrangement 
of the visual elements in a 
painting or other artwork

What pieces of work in your 
sketchbook have helped you to 
develop your composition 
skills?



What do you know about 

1. Which are the Primary colours?

2. Which are the secondary colours?

3. If you mix a secondary colour and a primary colour 
what type of colour do you get? Clue- It begins with a T.

4. Which are WARM colours?
5. Which are COOL colours?

6. What are COMPLIMENTARY colours?





Revision
Year 7 product design exam



Product Design: Objectives
1. To be able to identify tools used throughout the project.

2. To know health and safety rules in the workshop

Outcomes
Good if: You identify all the tools you have used in the project. You 
show you understand why/how you used them. You sow knowledge of 
health and safety in the workshop and complete all work set in the 
lesson.

Better if: You join in with class discussion.

Exceptional if: You work together to know and understand the answers



Equipment identification

tenon saw

What is it?



Equipment identification

Pin hammer

What is it?



Equipment identification

tri square

What is it?



Equipment identification

marking gauge

What is it?



Equipment identification

centre punch

What is it?



Health and Safety rules when using the Tenon saw

Never run in the 
workshop especially with 
the Tenon saw in your 
hand.

Always wear an apron 
when in the workshop.

Tie your hair back. 

Hold the Tenon saw correctly 
(keep a firm grip on the 
handles). 

Never wave your Tenon saw 
around.

work on a clear workshop table.



Statement True or false Reason

You must tie long hair back before 
starting work in the workshop.

When moving tools around the 
workshop it is always best to run and 

get the job done quicker.

If you spot some spilt water on the floor 
of the workshop, you should notify 

someone immediately.

You must never blow sawdust when you 
have finished sawing.

Can you guess the true or false?

True

True

True

False

Could get caught in any machinery.
Hazard if hair was covering eyes when 
completing practical. 

Could trip and fall over. 
May hurt others around you .

Someone could slip over if a sign is not in place 
when in the workshop.

If a pupil is holding tools or on machinery then 
could slip and seriously injure themselves and 
others around then 

You could tell the teacher to clean up the split 
water to prevent any injury. 

Will blow back into pupils eyes and anyone around 
them.

Can use a brush and pan to remove sawdust when 
finished. 


